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Audit clears BSU of violations
by Joe Kilsheimer
aaaratant editor

An audit of the Black Student Union's financial
records cleared the BSU last week of any v iolation of
the Activity and Service Fee statute.
However, the audit did raise question.s concerning
the BSU's procedures for paying its bills and auditors
made recommendations for improv ing the way
business transactions are handled.
Student Body President Bob Wh ite said he was
"very pleased with tht'; results of the audit." White
had ordered the audit after hearing allegations of
possible violations of the A&SF law .
The BSU's troubles began with their Spring
Fashion Show and Ball April 15 at the World Inn.
Part of the event was paid for with A&SF funds and
part was paid for ·o ut of the BSU's Community Ac-

tion fund. Expenses for the Spring Fashion Show
were pa id for out of the Community Action.fund and
expenses for the Ball were paid for with A&SF funds.
The audit concluded BSU was justified for charging
admission although the BSU was criticized for not
using tickets to keep track of admiss ion and for
failure to get approval from the director of Student
Organizations to charge admission .
The "Guide to Knight Life," a revised edition of the
"Student Rights and Responsibilities" booklet says
that all plans to charge admission by any student
organization must be approved by the director of
Student Organizations.
The audit also criticized the BSU for the way it
p a id its bills. The BSU held a Community Service

Award d inner last Feb . 24 at the Universitv Tnn.
Donations raised at the awards dinner were used to
make a room deposit for the Spring Fashion Show
held two months later. After the deposit was made,
the BSU did not have enough money to pay the
University Inn until after the Spring Fashion Show.
White sa id that "the discrepancies and procedural
problems were minor," but· the failure of the BSU to
promptly pay their bills reflects badly on the rest of
the other student organizations.
BSU President John Stover said he did not see any
problems with the recommendations. "Of co:..irse , the
recommendations will be presented to the BSU Se nate
and they wjll vote on whether to accept or reject
them."

Playground panic
The youngster in the hot air
balloon (left) doesn't seem to be
too keen on the idea of taking a
ride as part of . the FTU Child
Care Center's second birthday
celebration last week. His two
friends (right) hold their b~eath
on
the ground hoping he
comes back for cake and cookies.
Well, it beats rolling in a sandbox
all day! (Photos by Tony'Toth)
!

•
Senate approves A&S Fee bill... just In
time
by Dale Dunlap
,...nactns editor

After one turbulent week and four
and one half hours of torrid debate the
FTU Student Senate passed the 197879 Activity and Service Fee budget
despite two last ditch attempts to fund
Black Student Union.
Sen. Bill Beekman, who helped put
the budget proposal together as a
member of the Finance Committee,
told the Senate at their . May I 8
meeting that "if the 35 cent increase in
Activity and Service Fee is passed, the
BSB would be funded."
After B~ekman spoke another vote
was taken on the budget and Sens. Ron
Larro and Ron Jacubisin changed their
votes to pass the. measure I 4-8.

The attempts to fund BSU were lead
by opponents of Student Body
President Bob White's decision to audit
BSU and refuse to allocate A&SF funds
for two alleged violations of A&SF
law.
One amendment proposed to take
$I ,250 from the Minority Affairs
budget. Its spm~sor, Sen. Mark Donaldson, argued that it costs minority affairs that amount for orientation when
the BSU could do the same thing for
$200 . He intended for the balance to
be spent for BSU projects.
But the Donaldson amendment,
although it was approved I 2-9, did not
gain the necessary two-thirds majority
and thus failed to pass.
Another amendment sponsored by
Brevar·d Resident Center represen-

Women's rights
For Karen Grenier and Jackie Parker
being wom:en has been no handicap or
hardship. They both have succeeded at
FTU just the same. One broke the sex
barrier the other broke the age barrier . .
- See storfos, page 3.

tative Mark Gilmore proposed to cut
the Brevard center funding $1,575 and
put it into BSU's account. Gilmore
argued that his campus did not need
that much money because other events
there had such poor turnouts.
Gilmore's statement raised the ire of
White who first questioned w°hether
Gilmore was a legal representative of
the resident center and later asked him
if he discussed the cut with other campus representatives. Gilmore said he
had not.
The Gilmore amendment, when put
to a vote, failed with I I senators
voting against the proposal.
The proposal to raise the A&SF
allotment to State University System
Student Governments is before the
legislature this session. Beekman

Concerted effort
Despite the fact that Sea Level cancelled
its concert here this week, the VG Entertainment Committee quickly arranged for
some new bands for a new concert on a
new day. Lake Claire will abound with
: music ... at last. See story, page 10.

assured . the senators that th e increase
was almost 99 percent sure . H e said if
it passed the BSU "would be the first
priority in funding."
The entire week was a devisive one
for the senate, which was split in pro
and anti-White factions. Last w eek fiv e
senators · walked out of th e senate
chamber to stall the A&SF bill. The
senators said they had J10 tim e to go
over the budget.
The measure was almost stalled
another week as amendment proposals
and other business took up the first
hour and fifty minytes of the meeting.
By their own statutes the •senate can
only meet for two hours on Thursday.
White congratulated Beekman afA&S Fees, page 13

Service return
After Toby Grabel and a teammate from
the FTU tennis team received AllA merican recognitio"n Coach Nate Smith
noticed .something strange. He couldn't
find Toby . .. anywhere. Where is the talented tennis star? See story, page 14.
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Committee forms to give EEO advice

Student Veteran's Association
slates spe-c ial memorial fete
The Student Veteran's· Association will sponsor special Memorial Day services
May 29 from 8:30 a .m.-3 p.m·. in the multipurpose room.
"Memorial Day is a reason to get the vets together and li sten to their compla ints
about our Veteran's program at FTU," said Jim Smith, coordinator for the
Outreach plan.
Sister Barbara Scully, is tentatively scheduled to conduct in vocational memorial
services, said Smith.
.
The program is designed to reacquaint the veterans with the benefits available
to them at FTU and is open. to a ll faculty, staff and veterans. Over 1,400 letters
were sent to the veterans attending FTU to publicize the special event.
Information dealing with special programs for FTU veterans will be available.
Tables with information. on the university's Outreach program, special financial
aid benefits and the Student Veteran's Association will be set up.
Student Government has alfocated $350 for donuts, sandwiches, and coffee to
be served at the event. All money not spent will revert back to the Senate Working
Fund.
·
In order to obtain federal fonding, FTU has to have a certain number of veterans
on campus, according to Sen. Birgitta Nilsson, who sponsored the bill allocating
the money to the Student Veteran's Association, "The Vietnam era is ending so we
need to keep the veterans coming to FTU," she said.

Graduation nears for 983 students
Again this year, a large group of black-robed men and women graduates will
assemble iii. the FTU J."eflecting pond basin to formally celebrate their acheivements in higher lear.ning.
For this spring quarter's graduating class of 983 students, ceremonies will start
at 8:30 a.m. on June 9. "We begin early to catch the most comfortable and coolest
part of the day," said Dan Chapman, chairman of the commencement commfrtee,
"with the least chance for ra·in."
Sen . Joseph R. Biden, D-Del. will address the graduates. Chapman said no other
special events were planned.
Orlando citizens will be invited to the ceremonies as well as students, faculty,
staff and parents. An invitational ad will be placed in the Orlando Sentinel Star,
said C. Barth Eng~rt, public information director. Incoming president Dr. Trevor
Colbourn, however, will not attend, he said.
Like the past two spring commencements, this year's number of graduates
almost reaches 1,000.
123 of those graduates will receive graduate degrees with 860 undergraduate
degrees to be awarded.

An Affirmative Action Committee has been established to advise the university
on mattei::,5 concerning those minority groups affected under the Equal Employ1J1ent Opportunity plan.
The io member committee includes community persons, faculty and those
students representative of the minority groups (handicapped , blacks and women).
"They (the committee) will assist us as the years go along ," said J. Philip Goree,
Vice-President of Business Affairs.
The first organizat ion a l meeting was held May 18.
The following individual s were selected for the committee:
Dr. Pat Elz ie, EEO supervisor of Orange County Public Schools; Leroy Kennedy , EEO manager at Martin Marietta; Mickey Baumbaugh, Valencia Community College; Rudolph Reece, Jr., Walt Disney World representative; Jean
Evans, community representative; Napoleon Ford , director of the office of special
services; Ms. Jennie Loudermilk, assistant director of outreach services; Ms. Louise
Friderici, co-ordinator for handicapped services; Mr. Tommy Nelson, university
police; the following faculty members: Dr. Clyde Haulman, Dr. James Ammons,
Dr. John Washington and the following students: DeAnna Stroud, Carmen Hill,
Sonja Howard, Len Moss, Bob Baker, John Simonds and Al Wilhite.

Library to be open on
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Tenderloin

Orlando Big Brothers look for aid
Persons interested in becoming a Big Brother or Big Sister, or who know of any
boys or girls needing someone to look up to can call Big Brothers of Greater
Orlando at 422-3197 or 425-6086.

You deserve a break today
In recognition of the Memorial Day holiday, FTU will be closed May 29. All offices will be closed, and classes will be cancelled. Classes will resume May 30.

SECOND ANNUAL

*4.49

SERVEDWITHBAKEDPOTATO

@

rmE. CARAFE OF wiNE(K":°e;-th:_

I Carafe!) with tood purchase of $10.00
I or more. Offer expires June 5, 1978. ·
I
A LA CARTE ITEMS & TAX. NOT INCLUDED.

I FTU

Day

The University library will maintain its regular schedule on Memorial Day,
Monday, said Orlyn B. LaBrake, associate director of Libraries.
During the period of June 8-19 the library will go to a shortened schedule. On
June 8 and 9 and from June 12-16 the library will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
On June 10-11 and June 16-17 the library will close.

LATE NITE SPECIAL
Kllroji Speelal Sttak
lOP.'M:-. tA.M. ~
Marinated
Sun Ladies Nite
Mon 2 for 1 ·
Tues Ladies Nite
Wed2for 1
Thurs 7 5'¢ Drin~Nite
Dancing to Latest
Disco Sounds ·

Mem~rial

--KAPPA SIOMA

.NOT VALID, WITH ANY OTHER COUPQIW •.

END-OF-YEAR PARTY

Career
Planning
Chance
or
Choice

Explore:

Your Personal Traits, The
Psychology of Work, Coping
with Future shock, Vocational
Counseling and Testing.

1

FEATURING:
AND MUSIC BY

Developmental Center
Phone 275-2811

18 KEGS
"STINGER"

$2.50 Donation at the door
Free Beer; Everyone Invited
1

Call or come.by the
Room 116 Dorm C

FRIDAY, JUNE 2nd; 9-1 AM
(Saturday if it rains)

Mile East of Alafaya on SO.

Look for the

K ~ Sign on the left.

-..
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WomenatFTU
17-year old
will graduate
... from FTU

Campus grounds
now receiving
feminine .touch
by Pam Littlefield

by Sunni Caputo

etaffwrlter

ataffwrtter

This time of year brings busy plans
of graduation to the minds of most 17
year olds. It is no different for Ja c kie
Parker.
Exce pt that on June 9 she will
receive h e r Bachelor of Science degree
from FTU , instead of a high school
diploma .
Jackie will be the youngest person
ever to have graduated from FTU . She
has done so without the benefit of the
usual time .shortened degree programs
or credit examinations.
"I don ' t regret. coming to college
early," she said. "I think it was a
tremendous advantage."
After skipping the ninth grade, she
completed her 1 Qth- and 11th-grade
requirements in one year. She then left
high school under the early admissions
·program t o :;tttend college.
Jackie was accepted at Guilford
College in North Carolina at age 13,
but her parents did not want her to live
away from home alone at such a young
age.
"I then applied to- FTU and was
asked to wait a year and take some extra credits," she said. She began taking
!classes here in June 1975 at age 14.
"No one guessed my age when I was
so young (14)," she said. "I was afraid
I was really going to stand out, but after a few days I realized that no one
noticed."
..I don't feel any different than any
one else here,''. she said. 'T m reminde"d. of my age all t~e time, because
people tease me, but they've accepted
-me."
After three y~ars of taking more than
the required amount of hours, she
will be graduating with her degree in
computer science.
'Tm getting a h~ad start in working
towards my goal, which is to be an

Jackie Parker
... youngest FTU graduate
astronaut," she said. "Being an
astronaut involves everything I'm in- ·
terested
in:
math, - computers,
engineering, space exploration and
flying."
·
At 16, when most of us are getting a
driver's license, Jack got her · pilot's
license.
"I soloed after my· first week ," she
said . "I love fl y ing; that's probably
where I got my astronaut interest. I
went from wanting to be a stewardess
to a pilot and thought I may as well go
for astronaut ... things just started
building up!"
Even with all these activities Jackie
still makes time for her other interests.
She has played on FTU's intramural
football and soccer teams, in addition
to playing for the Central Florida
Kickers (women's· soccer).
She also enjoys swimming, snowskiing, horseback riding, music and tennis. She is even taking a ballroom dance class on campus this quarter.
Jackie, page 13

If y ou've see n h e r around ca mpus,
you probably realized th a t y ou n ever
noticed a wom a n doing that job
before. Tha t is because Karen Grenie r
is the fi r st woman · groundskee p e r at
FTU.
Greni e r, 20, had already worked
about a y e ar on a groun9s crew
b ~fore she applied for the job at FTU .
Wha t made a woman d e cide to inv ade one of FTU's last male fronti ers?
" I just like working outdoors,' said
Grenie r. She explained that s h e worke d
at the University of D e la ware C\ t a d esk
job but d e cided that she could Rot stay
inside any longe r . She applied for the
job on the grounds crew and got it.
There was already another woman
on the crew at University of D e laware
so it was not hard for Grenier to get
started.
At FTU, however, Grenier has paved
the way. Her supervisor, J.C. Hicks, has
been fair but firm . "He called me into

"last winter I was snowed in for
two days," said Grenier, "I finally
said, -'Nope, I just can't handle
this. I have to get to Florida.' "
his office the first day and told me I
was the first female they had ever
"hired," said Grenier. "He said he was
going to treat me like any other
member of the crew and if I had any
problems, I could talk to him about
them ."
So far , there have been nq problems.
The other crew members seem to accept Grenier as long as she is willing to
do her share of the work.
Although Grenier is not taking any
classes this quarter she plans to study

Karen Grenier
... first woman groundskeeper
social work and aacounting in the fall.
"I like both of those subjects, and I am
trying to decide which I want to go into," she said.
For now, however, she's devoting all
of her time to the job. Al t hough the hot
weather associated with outside work
may bother some, Grenier does not
seem · to mind. "Last w inter I was
snowed in for two days," she said . .. I
finally said, 'Nope, I just can't handle
this. I have to get to Florida.' "
·
Now the grounds department has a
barrier breaker irt Grenier although
she doesn't feel comfortable in that
role. After awhile the novelty will wear
off and she will become just another
member of the FTU grounds department.
But, Grenier can savor the extra attention until that day comes when she
makes that first mistake. That will be the·
the true equalizer, not an edict from
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission .
Karen Grenier can't wait.

Tuitio,i credits not as good as loa.n s: BaldMtin

·--

by Ann Barry
A U .S. House bill which offers tuition tax credits is
now being considered by Congress. But the FTU
Financial Aid Director Don Baldwin strongly prefers
increased grant and loan programs.
"The tax credit plan is a cumbersome way to get
the job done," said Baldwin. "The bill is really gross
as far as I'm concerned."
Instead, the student assistance bill would help the
Financial Aid department increase its aid programs,
said Baldwin. They would have the opportunity to interview students and distribute available funds to
those who need them the most, he said.
President Carter also opposed the idea of tuition tax
credits an·d has indicated a possible veto of
legislation.
·
When the American Association of State Colleges
and Universities compared the two programs in a
study, if found "most students would receive far
higher benefits from the student assistance bill than
from the tax credit bill."
The bills, which are intended to guide Congress in
designing legislation this summer, have been passed
to ease the burden of high tuition costs on middle-income families.
The student assistance bill increases existing college

student loan and grant programs. The ·tuhlon t~
credit bill, however, allows taxpayers to take credits
on their federai income tax for up to 25 per cent of
tuitions with a $ 150 maximum credit.
Due to lack of funds , Congress will not be able to
implement both bills within the proposed budget.
House Budget Committee Chairperson Robert
Giaimo, D-Conn., said he was sure the President
would veto the inclusion of both .
The AASCU study showed that the student
assistance bill would make more money available for
distribution. Actual grant benefits for the assistance plan range from $208 to 1, 158 for families with
incomes from $14,000 to $26,000. Possible loan subsidies for all incomes amount to $400.
Baldwin said the plan would not benefit the
majority of FTU students. "Part-time students are not
covered by the tax credit plan and we have very
many part-time students here," he said. "And
every one mistakenly thinks the bill will help the middle class but the benefits really lie at the lower end of
the financial spectrum."
The tax credits would not affect individuals for
months, he said. "For example, the income tax is filed
only once a year," said Baldwin, "The credits are so
marginal, they will be just like one more deduc-

tion."
"The government could not come up with enough
money to make a dent in the burdens of college·
tuition," he continued. "The senate is pretending to
be helpful when really they are not."
In comparison, the maximum tuition tax credit
available for individual families is $150 per year.
"But this is available to all tuition paying families,'·'
saqid·one student, "not just a selected number."
The tuition tax .credit plan also offers up to $100
credits for secondary and elementary school tuitions.
This applies only to non-public schools, including
parochial schools.
"If you can get credit for not going to a public
school, says Baldwin, "that will foster segregation
and upset the b"1lance between churches and the state
school systems."
"It is a clever way of supporting parochial
schools," he concluded.
The FTU Financial Aid department is a member of
a National Financial Aid Organization. Baldwin said
the department is united and will state in writing that
it supports the student :tssistance bill. "We will also
talk to various legislative people on the issue," he
said.
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Physics class
cut in halt

yRicardi

For the first time this · summer,
Physical Science (PHYS 100) will be
offered as a 5-week course. Students
wishing to pick up an Environmental
Studies elective may enjoy this opportunity. Meeting times are 9:00-10:50
a.m., MTWF in the first 5-weeks of the
Summer, June 19-July 21. The class is
run with plenty of opportunity for
discussion of_ applications and of the
demonstrations
shown.
No
prerequisites are needed .

Tekes, Tyes sweep
in swimming meet
TKE I and TKE II and the Tyes won
their respective Red, White and Blue
Leagues in the Intramural Swim Meet
held last Friday at the FTU pool.
Individual records were set in the SO
yd. butterfly by Jim Hartley of Kappa
Sigma fraternity with a 25 .39 time and
fu the breaststroke by Mr. Ott of the Independent S.U . team with an effort of
30.20 seconds.
The meet was highlighted· by two
new events in Intramural Swimming:
The Splash Dive competition which
was won by Cliff Buerke of Pi Kappa
Alpha with a tidal-wave producing effort and two innertube races .
Playoffs are slated in both floor
hockey and softball next week on
Tuesday through Thursday with the
championship games scheduled for softball at 4 p.m. and floor hockey at 7
p.m., Thursday.

Handicap club
to meet Wednesday
The Organization for Handicap
Awareness will meet Wednesday, from
noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Knight Room
in the cafeteria. All interested students,
faculty and st<1ff are invited to attend.

This extremely important meeting will
include adoption of a constitution and
election of officers. For information,
contact the coordinator for Handicapped Student Services, at 275-2371 .

Monument marks
engineering quality
-The Florida Delta Chapter of Tau
Beta Pi, National Engineering Society,
recently
installed
a
monument
dedicated to excellence in engineering
in front of the Engineering Building
The bent, the bronze monument
mounted on a 1,000 pound lime rock,
represents the members' strength, according to Jeff Telander, Tau Beta Pi
president.
Members of Tau Beta Pi are selected
on the basis of high scholastic standing
· and exemplary character.
"The chapter hopes that the presence
of the monument will inspire students
to
achieve
the
membership
requirements," Telander ~aid. "For
this reason the monument was placed
in a location where it will receive
maximum visibility."
The monument was paid :for by the
Florida Delta Chapter at FTU, which
was granted its charter on Dec. 3,
1977.

the mal'keqdac.e
.f or sale
Professional Typing! Papet provided call anytime
for Jan at 275-!398.

4 pc luggage set-1 yr old. Ex. Cond. $100 ii' best
offer. 277-3192 before 11.

Typing from 75cr -$1.00 per page-electric. Paper
supplied. Joan Patriarch 273-7915.

3 bdrm, :l bath brickfront home in lovely neighborhood, good schools & convenient to shopping
area. Large eat-in kitchen, extra large rooms,
screened porch, double garage, central H/A, carpeted & fenced. Many extras, owner transferred.
$42,000. Call Dee Fox, Kelley & R. Inc. Realtors.
843-3016. After hours-277-2288.

EXPERT TYPING--For Students-term papers,
reports, theses, resumes, etc. For professionals·
all _types of work. Reasonable. Call Bea. 6781386.
GETTING MARRIED? PLANNING YOUR WEDDING?
MUSIC? For traditional & contemporary vocal
selections by a professional soloist, call Patty
Neff at 831-7481.
TYPING· Paper provided. 644-8200 Laura.
TYPING - IBM. Paper supplied. 2865/671-4081.
Marti.
Typist-Experienced in all phases of work. IBM
Selectric for professional results. Paper supplied.
Please call Susie Weiss. 647-4451, after 1:30.
TYPING-PAPER PROVIDED. Call 273-8407. Ginny,
between 8 & 2, and after 7 p.m.
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS: Abortion assistance
(Prohssional medical care}; low cost birth control.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave. Available by
phone 24 hrs. a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1(800)
432-8517.
Personalized computer biorhythm-complete chart
in 12-hour increments. Lists double & triple
critical days- brief explanation of each cycle.
$1.00 per mo. Send name, address, birthdate and
time to P. 0. Box 624, Riversdale GA 30274.

help wanted
Mother's helper-$40/week plus room & board.
Need mature individual. Mrs. Morris. 351-0124.
Mees & Assoc. wants persons for leadership
career. Start training and work as part time. For
interview call 898-2237. Mon. & Tues. from 2 to 4
p.m.

New house for sale by owner-builder. 3 bdrm, 2
bath, living room, din. area & kit. equipped with
garb. disp., dishwasher, elect. range & hood, wall
to wall carpet, cent. heat & air, SGL car gar.
comp. insuhi., front yard sodded, lot 110 x 99.
2200 blk Murdoch Blvd. Union Park. 277-0405.
Kawasaki 175 dirtstreet $250. Air conditioner,
8000 BTU, $40-will trade for any kind of scuba
diving equipment. 275-7938/678-6949.
CAMERA Nikkormat/f2 SO mm lens. $175.
CASSETTE PLAYER Sony Stereo lnsta-Load Under/
in dash w/speakers. $45. WETSUIT White Stag
mens small w/zips $40. Call 678-6097 Mornings.
1966 Fleetwood Cadillac for sale-new exhaust~ .
ltrakes, tires. Needs engine work-$200 ' 678-5100

for rent
Immediate occupancy. 2 bdrm, furn. apt. across
FTU $185/mo. 277-4012/293-6343.

lost and found ·
Lost-gold watch with "Love Donnie" inscribed on
back. Lost on May 22. Has a lot of sentimental
value, will reward $10 if found. Please contact
Corine Harden. 275-8385.

personal
Roommate wanted-mature individual to share apt.
starting around June 1. Call Doug at 678-9892.
Mark, this is just to see if you read this paper I
send you. Just wanted to let you know I'm thinking
of you. Thanks for being a friend. Love, your kit·
ten, Miss Martha.

Accounting Society
honors members
On May 6, Beta Alpha Psi, a
national accounting honor society and
the Student Accounting Society held
their · Third Annual Awards Banquet.

Those honored for their service to Beta
Afpha
Psi
were
Bud
Williams,
president;
Carol
Williams,
vice
president; James Hunt, recording
secretary; and Marilyn Salter, reporting secretary. Mike McCloskey was
recognized as the .outstanding member
of Beta Alpha Psi and the SAS.

WFTO's new boss
Rick Lanham was selected as the
new station manager for WFTU-FM radio station, at a meeting
of the Board of Directors last week.
Lanham is a junior majoring in
Radio/Television and is currently
employed ·at WDIZ~FM radio. He
has also worked with the campus
closed-circuit AM station and has
been at the FM station for the past
15 months.

In social news, the Delta Tau Delta
Phi
Beta
Sigma
was
offraternity held their Rainbow Awards
ficially installed at FTU on April 29 at
Dinner followed by a disco sponsored
their first Extravanganza . The Sigma
by the Delt Little Sisters. Sven E.
Stars, who are the sweethearts of Phi
Rodenbeck was awarded Brother of
Beta Sigma, were also present. The
the Yea.r. This weekend the Delts are
Sigs would like to thank all those that
planning a great get-away camping
came out to witness the fantastic show.
In sports, TKE won the intramural
trip. Good times and Brotherhood are
swim meet for the second straight year.
on tap. Kappa Sigma would like to anTKE also beat LXA soundly 12-4 in
nounce their annual End of the Year
softball. In floor hockey SAE checked
Party, June 2. The party begins at 8
the Hard Hitters 3-0 on Thursday
p.m. and live music by Stinger starts at
night. SAE slid by Kappa Sig 2-1 in
nine . . The Sigs are planning on 18,
that's right, 18 kegs, so let's all show
softball after which KS, SAE, and KD
sorority split a keg at the KS house.
up and h!:!lp them drink a ll that beer.
In social news, Spring fever has hit
Tickets are $2 in advance from any KS
brother and $2.50 at the door. Lambda
the sororities at FTU! Delta Delta Delta
Chi Alpha will be having their end of
starts its spring fling Friday , May 26 .
the year awards banquet at the
The annual festivities will begin at the
Mauna Loa Apts. Good luck to all the
Contemporary Hotel for a banquet and
Lambda Chis and congratu lations on a . · dance, and then it's off to Ft. Laudergreat year! At the Pi Kappa Alpha
dale Beach for a fun-filled weekend.
awards banquet Henry Allcott was
Not the be outdone, the TYES will be
acknowledged as Brother of the Year.
in
Vero
Beach
this
weekend·
Joe Alexanc;ler was also recognized as
celebrating their annua l founder's day
Pledge Brother of the Year. The Pikes
weekend. Zeta Tau Alpha s plan to take
are very proud of their Little Sisters
advantage of the three-day weekend .
and are pleased to announce Terri
Starting it all off w,ilJ be a banquet at
Heinl as Little Sister of the Year. Sigma
the Maitland Civic Center. AfterwarChi's annual luau on May 20 was a big
ds, all the Zetas are heading for
success ~ith everyone "nookyDaytona Beach for two days. This
nookying" around in the firelight. The
weekend will be very special for our
Sigma Chis wish to congratulate their
new sorority, Kappa Delta. The girls
fantastic seven new Little Sigmas. Tau
are getting formally installed as a
Kappa Epsilon is planning a wild and
chapter here at FTU. Congratulations
crazy weekend -at the Sheraton Palm
to our new Greek sisters!!
Coast Resort in Flagler Beach. The
· In sports, ZT A came in second in the
TKE's are planning to. go wild as the
Charlie Bodecker Water Polo Tourrigors of the past year are coming to an
nament. Despite h~avy competition,
end.
Happy Qeas (Tyes) easily won the
KS, SAE, SX and TKE held their
Superstar's Competition.
election of officers last weekend.
Greek shorts: It isn:'t just fun and games
Congratulations to all the new officers
for Greek women. Saturday, May 20
from the IFC and we wish you all the
the sororities sent representatives to
best. Kappa Alpha Order is colonizing
h e lp The Big Brothers and Big Sisters
at FTU this spring and summer. All inof Orlando. They helped in a moneyterested men are urged to contact the
r ais ing project held at 17 different golf
Assistant Dean of Men's office.
courses in the area.
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Literacy tests
New system
will let FTU
cut energy_use

Some dangerous side effects: Thompson
by Pam Littlefield
staff writer

The functional literacy exams that
have caused such a furor in Florida this
year have met with still more criticism
from Dr. Richard A. Thompson of
elementary education .
Thompson, whose job is too educate
the students who will become the
teaches of the future, feels that there
may be some dangerous side effects to
the minimum-competency (functional
literacy) tests. "It uses an invalidated
instrument to test high school students," said Thompson. He added that the
exam had not been tested enough
before it was given to students. "A
literacy test does not enhance a high
school diploma in my opinion ," he
said. He fears that teachers will "teach
for the test," neglecting other important skills .
The test may also cause the state to
rank schools . He cautioned that a high
average on the literacy test does not
mean one school is better than another.
A school may have several intelligent
students and do well on testing, said
Thompson, but that school may not
meet the needs of its students.
He explained that by having alternative studies like vocational classes,
the school could tailor its curriculum
to the needs of the ent.ire student body.

BEAT TH-IS!

S ·1 44

Teachers are doing a good job
in spite of the diversity in the
skills of their students, said
Thompson. "Everyone wants kids
to perform at a certain level. Not
all of them can."

Dr. Richard Thompson
... teachers to .. teach for tests"

Because of the recent controversy
over poor test results, Thompson fears
people will become discouraged with
the educational system. He cited
statistics produced by Dr. Roger Farr
who has done considerable research in
the area of literacy. Farr said students
have gotten consistently better over the
last 30 years .
Thompson suggested that instead of
using tests to determine the effectiveness of a school, they assess its
value by asking students, teachers and
parents.
Teachers are doing a good job in
spite of the diversity in the skills of
their students, said Thompson . "You
have this vast difference of abilities,"
said Thompson. "Everyone wants kids
to perform at a certain level. Not all of
them can."

He said many children who are
slower than their peers are forced to
keep up by pressure from parents. If
the child were left on his own, said
Thompson, he would probably learn to
read in his own time .with proper ·
guidance. As it is , however, parents
push him until he hates reading. "The
tragedy is that John Q. Public doesn't
want him to wait. By the end of the
third grade, he's learned to hate
reading."
Dr. Thompson admitted that some
teachers are not as effective as others,
but added, "Ym.icfon~ve to have 12
great teachers to become a great learner. If you're lucky, you'll have one
great teacher. You may get one person
who had made a significant change in
your life. They show you a path you
have not been down ." ·

FTU plans to install an energysaving computerized management
system that will be programmed to
monitor lights , heat and aircond itioning.
The system, which may be ready
by September, will be paid for by a
$200,000 allocation from the Board
of Regents~ capital outlay funds.
"The idea is to conserve energy
any way possible," said Richard
Neuhaus, assistant director of the
Physical Plant. "There is no
question that FTU was wasting
energy prior to November 1973 ,"
said Neuhaus, but the university
corrected the problem by "closing
loopholes-cutting back" in energy
consumption.
Yet , FTU currently spends
$70,000 a month for gas and electric bills. The computerized system
"would lower the demand on public
utilities and would save both energy
and money," said Dr. Robert D.
Doering, who is working with two
other professors on a state grant to ·
investigate evergy needs of all state
buildings.

EARN EXTRA MONEY DURING SUMMER
VACATION OR EVEN IN YOUR SPARE TIME
WHILE SCHOOL IS IN SESSION. WHY NOT
JOIN THE NORRELL TEMPORARY TEAM

Furnished

•2Poors
•Tennis Courts

NO FEE

•Rec.Room
Highw.ry 60,
t~

NO CONTRACT

E~

310Cf AS9faya Tr.

REFERRAL BONUSES

~tWJ.og
. 273~5610

KNIGHT NEWS
Fridays 11 :30 a.m.
on Campus Monitors
Knight News is a news magazine
format production. This show is
·written, produced and broadcast
:by students on an extraeurricular basis.
Knight News is in need of persons interested in writing scripts,
.working with mini-cams, or
working on the studio production. You can't get experience
like this in a classroom.

fWm:til

CORAL GABLES
(305)446-7100
N. MIAMI BEACH
(305 )652-7059
FT. LAUDERDALE
(305)652-7059
ORLANDO
(305 )423-5568
WINTER PARK
(305 )64 7-8118
TAMPA
(813 )872-7863
JACKSONVILLE
(904 )396-5371
(904)783-3010

SER'\JICES, INC.

OFFICES COAST TO COAST.
CONTACT: Wright Kerr or Jon
·Rand through Instructional
.Resources.

LOOK IN THE WHITE PAGES
NORRELL OFFICE NEAREST YOU

AND

CALL

THE

[J IHll fl1 fl fli
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VC's cancelled concert
leaves many ·disappointed
The VC can breath a big sigh of relief.
Last week's concert-cancelling episode
nearly cost the VC's Popular Entertainment
Committee a severe cut-in popularity. The
unexpected cancellation of the Sea Level
concert last Thursday left a lot of people
disappointed.
The planning of the event was bad from
the start. It was scheduled to be held in the
VCAR, which isn't the best place to accomodate a large concert crowd. Also, the
acoustics there leave a lot to be desired,
especially for a nationally recog-nized group.
The lack of a performing arts center really
. prevents this campus from getting quality

entertainment. _With only the VCAR and the
gym to use for such concerts, those planning
to bring acts to FTU are severely .limited by
the cramped quarters of the VCAR or $600
rental fee for the gym.
The publicity was not what it could have
been. Although there were a few posters
around campus, there weren't enough to
adequately promote the event.
Then there were the contract troubles.
Because the VC and Sea Level couldn't agree
on certain clauses in the contract, the show
was cancelled by the VC four days before it
was supposed to go on.
And even though notice was given in the

Future the following day, a lot of people
didn't find out about it until the night of the
show when they arrived at a closed VCAR
arid found no Sea Level. . There weren't any
signs posted to inform students of the ca~
cellation. About 50 people came expecting a
show, only to be disappointed at the door.
For an ~lternative show, the VC did some
quick planning. They lined up three groups
on short notice to do a · show Memorial Dav
at Lake Claire. This was perhaps their mo~t
prudent move . Not only would the new
location provide more room, the atmosphere
would be more conducive to a rock and roll
party.
With the Lake Claire location and new
groups the VC escaped what could ha~e
been an embarassment and turned out what
promises to be a better spring concert than
was planned.

THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Public Opinion Poll

·I EliiElrs

Legislator seeks
support to save
old state _
c apitol
Editor:
I would like to urge you and your readers to become involved in efforts to save our old State Capitol Building.
The 1978 legislative session may soon decide the fate of
our State's most historic structure. There are many reasons
for saving the old Capitol. It is the oldest ex isting state
capitol building in the South and one of the oldest remaining
capitol buildings in the nation. Construction on the building
was begun in 1839 when Florida was still a territory. It
narrowl y escaped destruction in the Civil War. Every
legislative and execut ive officer has served under this famous
dome and symbol of our state government. Prior to 191 1, the
State Supreme Court also met here.
More than historic factors support preservation and
restoration of the Old Capitol Building. The economic
reasons for restoring the building are sound. The old Capitol
contains nearly 200.000 square feet of space, most of which
can be retained. The building is structurally sound with a
large portion of it constructed since 1937. The state currently leases more than one million square feet of office space in
the Tallahassee area at an annual cost in excess of five
million dollars. A cost of three million dollars is estimated to
Capitol, page 7

,

LETTE~
JllJllll~
Letters must bear the writer's signature and phone number,
and should be no more than 300 words in length. Names
will be withheld upon request. The Future reserves the
right to edit letters to fit space requirements.
Mailinb address:
P. 0. Box 25000, Orlando, 32816.
Editorial office phone 2 7 5-2601. Business office phone:
275-2865.
This public document was promulgated at an annual cost
,of $49,650 or 16 .2 cents per copy to iaform the FFU
community. Annual advertising revenue of $20,650
·defraye~ 4 ·1.6 pe~cent of the annual cost.

What classes look good for nex·t quarter?

F1JitJrfl
Florida
Technological
University

B11si11r·ss .\la11agr•r

Jim Stephens

Sy Berta

Philosophy 584,
Math 600, Calculus
Physical Education, 222,
Exlstentlal Disco II
In the kitchen. How to make a Pi. Survey of Sweat.
Al Bu«1uerque
BeauWlnkle
Dee Dee Tea

Student takes offense to
''ugly, brass, pop art, thing''
Editor:
To whoever authorized or
a llowed the placement of that
"ugly , brass and rock, pop art,
thing":
I'm writing in response to the
appearance of an obnoxious
thing in front of the enginee ring
building. Those other "art" objects, made of cement, which
litter th e campus near the a rt
domes are fine. Thev- aren't too
gaudy (no shining brass) or.
located where most student:;
walk past them dailv. The most
offensive aspect of the new

hulk in front of th e engineer ing
building is that it bears the
name of one co ll ege honor
society. Putting that thing there
was a brassy (in more ways
than one) unprofessional and
egotistica l move.
What docs the authority who
allowed that thing to be put
there. plan to do when everv
honor societv represented o~
campus puts their relics in front
of
their
respective
main
buildings. Wouldn't it be nice
to see five or ten of these things
in front of eve ry building .on
campus which has dcpartmen-

Editorial Staff
Rick Jaffe. Sports Editor, Brian LaPeter. Entertainm.!n•
Editor, Dario Kinney. Production Manager, Richard
Nelson. Assistant Sports Editor, Tony Toth. Photo
Chief, Joe Kilsheimer. Assistant Editqr; Ann Barry.
Sunni Caputo. Don Gilliland. Ray Gilmer. Deanna
Gugel. Pam Littlefield. Anthony Ricardi. Lillian
Sim1: 11,paux.

.'vfo11a .gi11g Editor

Dale Dunlap

Polltlcal Sdence 399,
Advanced Mudsllnglng.

Rex Lax

Fditor-i11-f'hitf

Lisa F. Chandler

English 502,
American Literature tlll 1776.

Theatre 444, Cinema Survey.
The fllms of Huntz Hall.

Business Staff
Judy D'Ambrosia. Carl Merkle.
Williams.

ft.an

Trabal. Cher

tal offices. It would be lik e
going to school in a junk yard. I
don't want a "j unk yard"
degree. We don't need anv
more of the a lienation a move
lik e this causes on campus.
During the past few days I've
realized that some of mv intructors (past. present and future)
are probably members of this
honor societv . Allc>w me to explain that I in no wav discredit
or degrade this honor" society as
a whole. I simply feel the local
chapter could find a better
permanent home for the thing.
Randy Shrader

The Future is published weekly fall. w inter and
spring. and biweekly in the summer at · Florido
Technological Unfrersity by President LesliP L. Ellis. ft
is written and edited by students of thP uniL'Prsity with
offices in the Art Comp lex on Li bro Drit•P.
Comp laints may be addressed to the editor-in-chief
and appealed to the Board of Publications. Dr. Fredric
Fedler. r·hoirman.
The editorial is the opinion of the newspaper as formulated by the editor-in-chief arid the editorial board.
and not necessarily that of the FTU administration.
Other comment is the opinion of the writer alone.
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___ and the winner
in the Best Actor
category is David
Berkowitz, starring
ln ''The Saga of ·
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Senators
deserve more
recognition
E dito r :
U pon r ea ding th e Future, I h ave
been fo r cefull y stru ck b y the fa ct th a t a
good p o rti on of th e a rticl es written b y
th e r epo r te r s a r e b ased o n Se n a t e
meetings o nl y.
I h ave n ever h eard a n y p r a ise fo r th e

work put into having the legislation
brought b efor e Se n a te . What a bout
all of the r esea rch , phone call s, conf er ences , a nd p a p e rwork n e cessa r y to
do th e jo b fo r th e s tudents?
A lso, th ese sen a to rs o nl y ge t th e
rewa rd o f see ing th e ir bill o r r esoluti o n
p assed to h e lp th e stud e nt b o d y.
M o st of th e sen a to r s work rea ll y
h a rd a n d th ey dese r ve "a rou n d of a p pl a u se" for the j ob th ey do p rof itl essly.
E la ine J o r dan
Senato r , Soc ial Sc ience

Science
Auditorium

May 26, 27, 28
From p age 6
tea r d own th e o ld Ca pito l a n d b uil d a
s m a ll p ark. By re n ova ting this buil d ing
a nd utili z ing 'this space, th e s t a te co uld
s ubs t a n t ia ll y r educe its renta l costs .
Fl o rid a h as so f e w hist o ri ca ll y
sig nifica nt building s r ema ining a nd I
b e li eve it w o uld b e a r ea l t.-a ged y to

d estroy thi s import an t link t o Flor ida 's
p a st. Only p ub li c con cer n ex p ressed to
elected r e presen t a ti ves will sa v e o ur
o ld C a pito l for futu re gen e r a ti ons.
Joh n L. M ica
Sta te R epr esenta tive
Dis tri c t 3 9

June 1, 2, 3
8:30 PM
Presented Jointly By
the

\ \,YOUR IMAGINATION TO WORK

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL
----UNIVERSITY----

D ec ide wha t kind of summe r
j o b you ' d like, the n bring your
. >Y. ideas to the WALT DI SNE Y
· ·· \ WORLD E mpl oy m e nt Cente r .
J. ~ 1
_.l. C h a n ces a re yo u ' ll find jus t the
job to m a tc h yo ur inte rests a nd

4 __

~~~~ qua lifi ca tions.

F ind o ut how yo ur s umm e r can
be inte restin g, profita bl e a nd
fun . Write th e WALT DI SNEY
W O RL D E mploy m e nt Cente r .
P .O. Box 4 0 , La ke Buen a Vista .
Flo rid a 3 28 30: or v is it M o nday
th ro ug h Frid ay, 9 :00 a. rn. t;.,
4 :00 p.m. T a ke Inte rsta te 4 to
the L a ke Bue n a Vista/535 ex it.
Go n o rth e ig ht miies, then
foll ow the s ig n s to the E m ploym e nt Cente r .
F o r m o re info rm a tion ,
(30 5) 8 24-408 8.

Walt IVJisney World®
©

1977 WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ca ll

MUSIC and THEATRE
Departments
FTU Students
Free with I.D.
General Public
$2.50
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Final exams
create. that
special aura
... bleeech!
by Kellie Burdette
speclal writer

"Clear your desks, this is jt," instructors say, smiling. taking exams available.
They know how you feel. They did it before you, and
•A' students are never nervous. They read their
others will do it after you have graduated . Still. ...
assignments daily , even avoiding dates sometimes to
Finals should be illegal!.
master a physics problem. They saunter into a
They should at least be banned! Ask any college classroom, say hello to the instructor and their comstudent as he or she nervously chews the eraser off a
petent smiles make steel melt. They know they will ace
pencil, or walks into a room where they're giving one the exam. They usually bring seven extra pencils. They
of ... those ... It's hideous! ·
sit down and p· oceed to ace the exam.
I spend every quarter searching the bathroom
Flunkies are a small minority who hop to class in
cabinets for Vivarin. I'm· constantly boiling water to
flip-flops probably recovering from a memoraable
make hot tea. Ah, the caffeine high! I spent weeks weekend an,d maybe even dusting sand from their
living off of .will p~wer and a sense of doom-waiting
hair. They have blue pencils with thick , buldgy
for the zero hou·r when I prove my ability to
erasers. They often sleep or laugh or quietly harbor a
regurgitate three months worth of information in two
hang-over. They wonder if the waves are high enough
hours. It's like a natural high, burning off that excess to go surfing today . What's a textbook?
energy.
Then there is the category that most of us fit into:
Taking final exams really isn't so bad. It's the
The average student. Average students have'! natural
anx iety that can slaughter the chance for that •A'.
aversion to . finals. In a case of sink-or-walk-on-H20,
Questions reel through everybody's heads: ·what's he
they usually appear somewhere in between, just
going to ask?,' and.Oh-my-God-no not an essay test!'
keeping afloat. With pencils. clutched in quivering
There is a contagious P.a nic that quickly spreads as
hands, they bravely approach the judgement.
one looks about the room at his or her classmates'
The performance on finals can mean the difference
sallow faces. Dark circles under their eyes reveal that
between an ·A' and a ·s', or worse, between a 'B' and a
'C'! Some average students resign themselves to a ·D'
y.o u weren't the only one frunching granola hars and
reading by candle light last night.
but that isn't very sporting.
Depending on which type of student you are CA',
Average students try to stay calm in the face of a
average or ·flunkie,) there are three attitudes towards . disaster (such as final exams) and endlessly search for

the perfect place to study. It's a good way to
procrastinate.
·
I tried to relax once by toting school books into the
bathtub.
The bubbles made tl}e Eages wet and the steam
kept fogging up my glasses! The popcorn floating in
the wooden bowl went soggy, too.
An a lternative is to set the alarm for 3 a.m. Studying
for finals in the morning really helps! There is not so
much noise at that time. Its not bad if you don't mind
battling off cockroaches who scurry wildly across your
blanket.
If all else fails and you become tired of digesting
erasers, don't g ive up! Try balancing your checking
account, jogging around the block or anything e lse to
give you a short break from studying. (Cramming???
Who does that??) A fot of us do.
The ultimate pay off for enduring this agony,
though, is to approach the professor's office door,
locate the posted grades and find your grade!
Picture this: Joe Student wa1ks up to posted grades,
traces his finger from his social security number to his
final grade and jumps with delight when he sees he's
got an 'A' ..... Alright! An .. A'!!!. Wait a minute .... Hey,
that wasn't my social secuity number! What's this??
A!@#$%¢& ·c???
Oh, well. Who cares, anyway? There's always next
quarter.

Exam Prep Course•

.L SAT'$9o
G-R Es 7 s
tn Orlando
MIKA Y SERVICES
1-854-7466

STEAK EMPORIUM

"6";'
600 S. Hwy 17-92
Fern Park. Fla.

Lunch time in the patio of our La Rojeiia distillery.

WE SPECIALIZE IN
FRESH SEAFOOD
Open 7 Days a Week for
Dinner 4-12 PM

~

1-

PRIME RIB
j
':SPECIAL-$4.95 I

f
f

Try Our Famous ·
Dail_y GREEK Spe.cials

• Stuffed Shrimp
(with crabmeat)

?:

~~'!!!&i~'!~hrooms.

• ~fg!1:Se~~!i~~~~bmeatl
• Shishkabobwith Rice

·,
;·

OPEN SALAD BAR

'

.

Pilaf

included with dinner entree
Catering Services
·i
. Special Rates with Reservation

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
HAPPY HOUR 4-7 PM
Entertainment Nightly

PAUL & LYNN "A Gref!I
Duo
830-5544

When our workers sit down to lunch
they: sit down to a tradition.
When they make Cuervo Gold
it's the same.
Every day at just about eleven the wives from Tequila:
arrive at the Cuervo distillery bearing their husbands'
lunches.
Lunches that have been lovingly prepared in the
same proud manner since men first began working here
in 1795.
It is. this same pride 'in a job well-done ·t hat makes
Cuervo Gold truly special. Any way you-drink it, Cuervo
Gold will bring you back to a time when quality ruled
the world.

·

Cuervo.The Gold standard sincel795.
CUERVO ESPECIALQll TEQUILA. 80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1977 HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONl'f
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T-Hee Shirts
True student expre·s sion
is in clothes they wear,
no longer in their voices
We're not hearing much from students these days. Not much student
1mrcst abounds, but that doesn't necessarily mean coll eg iates are conserva tive. Just look at what students are wearing. Not much. That tells us
something about them. What's more the most pr.o·lifi c statements they are
making are written on what little clothing they do wear.
So what are students trying to tell us?
Take Roberto Voci's provocative statement" for examp le, "Fo llow me I'm
kinky." He purports to have a fixation for ank les and elbows spread with
chunky peanut butter and chocolate topping. Where did FTU go wrong? A
war·ni ng to potential employers: Roberto is gr:aduating this quarter.
Or take Mike London. a serious, bright, aspiring young man doing
something with his life. In fact he says he "Does it as often as possible."
Yes, FTU can be proud too of its young, budding talent. Star struck Ric
Ebe rle exudes such self assurance. Narcissism and neurosis are setting in
a I ready. He only 1ives for those, peak moments on stage.
And there are the sorority sisters. Sweet young innocents-the cohes ive
force behind universi_!y spirit-not to m!"ntion male spir it. This young Tyes
woman can usually be found at the snack bar. Delicious.
And finally, ro~antics abound (right) traditionally each Spring. Noel
Moffitt and Darryl Williams are the wild flowers of FTU's barren campus;
frolicking under the pine trees, they are always late for class. What are_they
here for? In their blissful state of mind , it doesn't matter.

Photos and text by Lillian Simoneaux
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Concert on, despite trouble
by Brian LaPeter
entertainment editor

Only two weeks from the end of the quarter, things
looked dark for the future of FTU's spring concert after the Vi ll age Center cancelled last Monday's Sea
Level performance. But the VC took quick act ion in
acquiring another band and has scheduled a concert
featuring several Florida groups on Monday afternoon at Lake Claire.
The concert begins at 3 p.m. and should last to approximately 7 p.m. It will feature Buckacre, South
paw, the First National Rotagilla Band, and
comedian Tom Parks. Parks, who emceed this years
Bong Show, was s.c heduled to open the Sea Level concert but h as agreed to perform at the Monday show.
All of the groups except Buckacre have previously
performed at FTU to enthusiast ic crowds. Southpaw
is noted fot its southern rock and totally or igina l
repertoire. The First National Rotagilla Band is
known for its satirical look at life through music.
The Sea Level concert was cancelled l ast Thursday
because the VC couldn't come to an acceptab le
agreement with Sea Level's management. The
group's contract had severa l clauses to which the VC
would not agree, said Pat Hightower, VC assistant
program director. "According to school attorney
John Mahaffey, unless they (the clauses) were waived
we couldn't accept th e contract," Hightower explained.
The clauses in question were a hold harmless
clause, which would hold FTU li able for any injuries
to
the group while on campus, a breach of contract
clause, and a clause that stated FTU was responsible

Southpaw, known for its original music, will rock Lake Claire Monday afternoon.
for paying royalties for songs Sea Level performed
but did not write.
William Perkins, Sea Level manager, said the
royalties only amounted to $20 to $30 and that the

group was prohibited from paying them. He also said
that Sea Level had performed at thie University of
Florida and Florida State University with no
problems and that they really wanted to put on the
show at FTU. He said they were willing to work things
out with the Village Center but received a telegram
stating that they were too hard to work with so the
show was cancelled. "It was done very underhandedly," he said.
The VC had sent a rider to Perkins for a change in
the contract but it still was not accepted.
"We don't want to give Sea Level a bad name,"
Hightower said. "The hassle is with the agency, not
the group." She added that the graoup was very
willing to go on if the problems were cleared up.
Saga will be at the Monday concert to sell beer and
soft drinks.

Print competition on display
The 4th annual Village Cente r National Print
C9mpetition and Exhibition is on display now in the
Art Gallery. The exhibit will be on display through
June 9.
Of the dozens of prints on display, several are by
FTU students and one by an FTU professor. Most of
the selected prints on display are from many states
across the country.
A three-member panel judged two winners out of
a ll the entries. The two artists who won $200 purchase awards . in the. competition are Ken Preston of
Kirksville, Mo. for his "Panama Drive" and Andrew
Polk of Winston-Salem, N.C. for his "Carniverous

Rotagilla will display its satirical humor and bizarre antics at the spring concert Monday.

WE'LL PHOTOGRAPH YOUR
WEDDING FOR $65.
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Across From FTU

WE'RE A GREAT TAVERN ANYTIME OF DAY!
TRY US FOR LUNCH !
Huge Deli Sandwiches
Stacked Harn
Roast Beef
Corned Beef
Pastrami

Don't pay an arm and a leg
tor great photography,
call:

COUSIN'S -

869-0853

s::;!~c~ &

Draft

Thurs & Fri

Mac & Reynolds
9:00-1:30
Saturday

s 1 . 60 The Merrill Brothers
9:00-1:30

25¢ Draft
Happy Hour 4:00-6:00
No Cover Charge! Kegs To Go! 275-3052
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Hypnotist conjures up mixed emotions
By Deanna Gugel

·-writer

Imagine waking from what seems to be
a deep sleep and finding yourself out of
breath, ·in mid-air, shouting .. beep!
Beep!" Or, you could find yourself
standing on a stage shouting military
commands to an auditorium full of
people.
These are just some of the antics Gil
Eagles convinced his subjects to do
during his performance in the Village
Center Assembly Room May 23.
Eagles says he is a "mentalist, h y pnotist, and psychic," but the most entertaining part of his performance was
his display of hypnotic power.
Thirteen students from the audience took st·ats on the stage and waited to
be hypnotized. As he explained what
hypnotism is, Eagles began to weave
his way into the minds of his subjects.
Eagles told the subje cts to relax and
to think only about what h e told the m .
. He said that h y pnotism use s a n induction process to slow down the pictures
in one' s h e ad. A person therefore cannot be hypnotized if he does not want
to be and he cannot be made to do
things he does not want to do, Eagl es
said.

"Hypnotism is merely an extension
of the way life works-under pictures,
he said.
.. The pictures in your head always
crystallize into the circumstances of
your life: reality. Your mind communicates to you a picture to think
about ."
Although Eagles was serious, some of
the subjects were · obviously faking
thefr hypnotic state throughout the entire performance. Eagles covere d for
them by say ing they merely could not
create the pictures in their minds. Only
one person left the stage because he
could not be hypnotized.
The most e ntertaining subject of the
evening was a young shy-looking
woman who was evidentl y very recep-
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ABORTION COUNSELING
Unexpected Pregnancy
Alternative Coun~eling
· Free Pregnancy T e sting

ORLANDO-DISNEY WORLD
AREA TOUR GUIDE

QUALITY CARE
By Qua lified Phys ic ia n Gyn ecologist
Individual Confidenti a l C o unseling
PHONE: 305-628-0405

2233 Lee Road , Suite 101
Winter Park, F L 3278 9

DIVERSIFIED TOUR GUIDES
P.O. Box 13470, Orlando Fl. 32859

Establlshed 1973. Physician Managed
Orlando Area Chamber of Commerce
Winter Park Chamber of Commerce

TOUR GUIDE PACKAGES
ARE SENT AIR MAiL
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HAWAIIAN TROPIC
TAN

Drivers Meeting 9 a.m.

$10.00 Entry Fee

Picnic After the Rally
FOR PREREGISTRATION

LIMITED TO

CALL.: STEVE EXT. 4873 (on campus)
PETE EXT.

4563 (on campus)
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Now

"the nov lrol) of toda~s st~lists"

Stationery

·10.% OFF WITH STUD.ENT.l~~o·.

r . ----------50%

SAVE
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Offer good with coupon only

SAVE

$5 .00 CLASS RING COUPON $5.00 I
ONE COUPON PER RING

•
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•

STREET

•

CITY _ __

I

Rally begins 10 a.m. at Lake Claire

$3. 75 $3.00
$4.25 $3.25
$5.00 $3. 75
$7.50-$6.00

Don't Forget
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BUY2
GET 1 FREE
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I
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SHIRT & .SHORT

- - - A Private Bookstore

Soft Touch
Ziggy

.~Road .

Across from F. T. U. !!!':.I

Barsittt
BOOKS
GREETING
CARDS

one of the post-hypnotic suggestions.
When Eagles said the words .. Florida
Tech University," the subjects were instructed to hug and kiss the person next
to them as strongly as they could. If the
persons they embraced resisted, they
were to clutch them tighter. Well , this
writer was embraced by r.ot one, but
two, of these subjects . .I chose not to
resist because the subjects were already
embracing me strongly enough .
Eagles closed his performance b y
telling the audience how they could use
hypnotism to improve their own lives.
..The greatest miracle is to be able to
change the picture in your mind. If you
don't like the show you see, change it.
How? Change your picture."

May 27th

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC

Great for friends and relati'ves
back home. An absolute must for
graduation visitors.
·Send $3.00 (Cash , Check, or
Money Order) with recipients'
names and addresses to:

tive to the suggestions given to her. She
was instructed to dance uninhibitedly
when she heard the audience hum th'e
tune "Tea for Two." Whenever the
audience hummed that tune, she
wriggled and twisted freely. This same
subject gave the most realistic
imitations of a p e rson painting a
picute, spitting watermelon seeds, and
cheering her favorit~ race horse on to
victory.
Earlier in the evening, Eagles had
done some exercises in extrasensory
perception . He correctly read the minds of many persons in the audience.
Before the end of the evening, Eagles
had convinced this writer that he is not
a fake because I became the victim of

STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ __

OFFER GOOD, TILL JUNE 9, 1978
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Tiff's departure will not cause a great stir among the student body. But somehow
the double jumbos with cheese and onions just won't taste the same.

No more cheeseburgers in para.dise tor Tiffany
by Joe Kilsheimer
aselstant editor

It happened quietly last week but
a great tradition passed at FTU.
George Tiffany quit the night shift
at the Shack Bar.
"Tiff," as he is called by his friends had worked th e grill from 3:30
p.m. to 11 every week, Sunday
through Thursday since fall quarter
of '75.
During that time, Tiff has cooked
thousands of jumbos, served hundreds of pitchers, and cleaned up after just about everyone in the
university. He is especially famil iar
with the 400 dorm· students and
anybody e lse who works late on
campus. No one would disagree that
the best food on campus was in the
snack bar after 6 p.m.
"The one difference between the
day-tine food and the night-time
food was personal food," muses Tiff
over a plastic cup of Snack Bar beer.
"What I would do was cook
things to my own tastes; how I
thought other people would like
them and apparently nobody griped
about it.
" The food was better at night
because it was fresher," continues
Tiff. "It's just like any other fastfood place, if you Jet the food sit
around for five or ten minutes, it
tastes like oleah."

During his tenure at the Snack
Bar Tiff befriended many of the
dorm students. He is especially close
to the woman athletes whom he enthusiastically supports. "When I first got here, I met Terri Ray and that
bunch and they were a partying
crowd," says Tiff. On his strong

people who have lived on campus
for the past three years. "It is really
neat because I have seen freshmen
grow into people," says the 25 yearo ld senior.
And no one ca n complain about
Tiff's generosity. Many times,
especia ll y near closing time, he
would g ive a person more fries than
the standard order, that is until he

"If we · had extra fries near
closing, I would give it away
rather than throw it away," says
Tiff. "But the management
thought too many people would
come in late to take advantage of
it."
George Tiffany
... cooked thousands of jumbos
support for women's athletics, he
adds, "Yeah, someone told me long
ago that women were people too,
they deserve to be cheered on like
anyone else."
Tiff also knows many of the

got caught. "If we had extra fries or
something near closing, I would
give it away rather than throw it
away.;· says Tiff. "It helped b1 .. ild
good customer relationships, but the
management thought too many

people would come in late just to
take advantage of it."
Even though he is no longer at the
Snack Bar, Tiff says he remains
comm itted to improving the night
life on campus. "I would like to see
something like a Rathskellar with
some games and some pool tables,"
he says. "As it is now, the Snack Bar
is boring. Who wants to come in
and watch a television that he can't
hear anyway . They have tried to
make the Snack Bar into too many
things."
And so what was the reason for
his sudden departure? "There are
three reasons why I disqualified
myself from Saga food service. One,
I told them $3.10 an hour or I'd
g ive 'em my two weeks notice. Two,
I was working an 18 hour day, I am
an education major and I have to
get up at 6:30 fo r my student
teach ing
job,
plus
my
own
c lasswork, plus working at the
Sna·c k Bar was just getting to be too
much . The third was some personal
problems between myself and the
'elite' structure at Saga."
Tiff's departure will not cause a
great stir among the student body.
But somehow my double jumbqs
with cheese and onions just won't
taste the same.
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Will Trade Used Books 2 for 1

In th e meanti m e, she w a s accepted to
w o rk a t N A SA this summe r as a computer prog r a mmer unde r a n inte rnship
program for gra du a te stude nts.
" My m a in g o a l is to b e an astronaut
through compute ring," she expl a ine d.
"I don ' t w a nt to g e t m a rried for quite a
while, it just isn ' t in m y plans right
now."
·
' 'I'll b e happy in whatever I do," she
said. "If I don't really make an attempt
in what I want to do , though, I ma y
end up r e gretting it."

J ac k ie is a m e mber of the N a tion a l
Space Ins titute, F TU's Associatio n of
Compu ter Ma chine r y a nd Men sa Inte rn a ti o n a l.
Mensa's
m e mbe r s
re present the top two p e r cent of th e
l.Q . le ve l of the nation.
H e r future plans include a ttending
g r a du a t e school at th e Unive rsity of
H o u ston in J a nua r y . ' Tm going to ta k e
si x months off and then go; I'm in no
hurry to g e t m y gradua te work done ,
I'm g oing to take my time," she said.

Paperbacks: New - 10% Off, Used - 50% Off
Now Buying Paperbacks
New Hours: 10:00-7:00 Monday-Saturday
.
Noon-7:00 Sunday

.Would you like.
to 11Vrite better?
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A SHORT COURSE
IN WRITTEN ENGLISH

props for their performances passed by
unanimous consent.

ter the meeting. "Thanks a lot Bill for
saying what you did," said White.
Beekman told White that he thought
the 35 cent increase would pass much
easier than the budget proposal did . "It
was a tough one this year," said Beekman .
The bill now goes to White and W.
Rex Brown, vice president for Student
Affairs for signature. Both are expected
to sign the bill.

•In the annual balloting of the Senate
to select "Senator of the Year" Sens.
Ron Jacubisin and Birgitta Nilsson
tied. SG officials thought of taking
another vote but decided to instead
give both senators the award .

FREE TO FTU STUDENTS

For.Detafls Come By

•Senator Elaine Jordon, one of the five
sena tors who walked out of last
week's meeting, resigned her position
in an emotional speech Thursday.
But, the Social Sciences senator late r
reverse d h e r decision and re]oine<_;i
the Senate.

SENATE NOTES:
•Bill 10-44, a measure which grants
the Sasparilla Station Company funds
to make trips around the state a nd buy

DEVELOPMENTALCENTE~

Dorm C, Room 108 275-2811
-O~R UNION PARK LO. .
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Will Toby Crabel return?

!
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Toby Crabel (left) and Stev-: Bryant, rece.n tly named to the AllAmerican team, led FTU to a sixth place finish in the national tour-

nament in San Diego. Crabel then left for Little Rock, Ark. to turn
pro. It is not known if he will return to FTU. (Photos by Tony Toth)

Crabel departs, after being named
All-American with teammate Bryant
By Robby Reynolds
speclalwrlter

FTU tennis coach Nate Smith may
know where two-time All-American
tt>nnis player Toby Crabel is, but the
rpal question is-does Crabel know
where FTU is?
After Crabel and No. 2 Knight seed
Steve Bryant captured All-American
honors in the National To.u rnament
doubles competition at San Deigo last
Sunday. Crabel went to Little Rock,
Ark. to join the professional Southern
Circuit, leaving his FTU studies behind
him.
Smilh did ' not know when Crabel
would come back to FTU. He said,"!
don't know what his plans are, but I'm
sure he'll come back to FTU. I don't interfere with my players' personal affairs."
FTU as a team placed only sixth in
the national tourney despite the success

of his top two players. For Smith and
his squad, it was a disappointing performance by a team capable of winning it all. At least Smith thought so.
"We were a lot better than sixth. I
still consider our team one of the best
in the nation," he said. 'Tm disappointed; I think everybody is. We expected
to do much better than we did .
Everyone was aU _psyched up and
ready to go, but we just lost some
tough matches."
It was in i:he singles competition
where the FTU team faltered. Crabel
advanced the furthest, losing in the third
round . Doug Baxter lost in the second
round, while Tom Lucci and Bryant
lost the ir opening matches.
Following their poor individual
showings. the Knight netters regrouped
in the dotJbles play to secure sixth
place overall.
Crabel's loss in singles foreshadowed

Lady Knights take
third in ljegionals
By Robby Reynolds

/

special writer

The womens' tennis team rebounded from a fourth place State Tournament showing to take third in the
Small College Southern Regionals
held in Miami May 11-13.
Stetson won the event with 39
points. but the Knights just missed
second place, and a trip to
Nationals, by two points. Indiari
River was second with 19 points.
Florida International's .fourth place
finish made it a clean sweep for

Florida schools.
Coach Rocky Thomas said, "It's
ironic that the ·top four schools were
the top four Florida schools. We
finished with the same lineup as at
State, except that we came in third
this time."
Second seed Tracy Green and
fourth seed Ineke . Prent both
reached the finals in their respective
brackets. Prent was the only player
chosen from the FTU squad for the
All-Regional team .
Karin Moore took one victory in

the team's eventual fate. Smith said,
"Toby lost to a guy who wasn't nearly
as good as he was, but he felt a lot of
pressure, being the only one left to gain
points for the team. We needed those
doubles wins to put us back into con-

"I don't know what his plans are,
but I'm sure he'll come back to

FTU."
Nate Smith, tennis coach

tention ."
Crabel won't be the only Knight
player chasing after a professional
career. Bryant will start top-spinning
his way into the pro leagues this summer when he joins the American Express Circuit.
the No. 3 slot, while Cindy Kitchell
and Valerie Roberts both reached
the quarterfinals in their respective
divisions.
In doubles, Prent teamed with
Evelyn Kiely and advanced to the
semifinals of No. I seed play.Second
seeds Green and Moore lost in the
finals of their divisions 6-3, 6-5
while Roberts and Kitchell lost in
their semifinals to the eventual
champions.
"I really think that everyone
peaked at Regionals," ·said Thomas.
"The first day we accumulated
more points than we had the whole
State Tournament. It was really a
team effort. We had some upsets
that helped a lot."
"We came within two points of
Nationals,"she continued ,"but the
thing is, we went 2-9 last year and

Thinking about his newly acquired
All-American status, Bryant said, "It's
just a name, really. It' not going to
help me being an All-American in
Division II doubles when I'm out on
the circuit in a couple of years. But I'm
glad I made it since it was my last
shot at it. It feels pretty good, being
one of only eight All-Americans at
FTU."
Saying FTU and his studies are
distracting his game, the native South
African wants · to concentrate on improving his game.
"When you're shooting to be good at
tennis, you can't let everything off the
court detract from your game. I've got
to work harder on my game, and I feel
I didn't get to do that this year. I think
I'm at the stage now where I'm ready
to make that commitment. What I
. really want to do is make tennis my
livelihood ."
had a 12-4 season this year. There's
not a thing in that record to be
disappointed in." Thomas also said,
"In four years everyone's improved
a lot, especially Tracy. She's really
tournament-tough."
The FTU coach can thank the
luck of the draw for part of her
team ' s fine showing. FTU had some
tough matches early at State, but it
was a different story at Regionals.
"Every single draw was terrific."
stated Thomas. " We went into the
tournament with only a single
seeded player, and to get a good
draw when you ' re unseeded is dif- •
ficult."
The tournament ended the season
for the lady netters, but Thomas indicated some of them will be involved in summer tournaments
before retu.rning in the fall.
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Curtis Lee:
fighting off
stereotypes
by Richard Nelson
assistant sports editor

Basketball delirium at FTU.
The crowd shouts, "F-T-U, F-T~U. FT-U ," and suddenly Jerry Prather
swipes a pass, runs hard and dunks the
ball-swish! The FTU cagers are
having another winning night.
Then it starts. Slowly at first, but in
only a few moments everyone is
yelling , "WE WANT FRANKENSTEIN ... WE WANT FRANKENSTEIN .. . WE WANT FRANKENSTEIN ... " and on it goes.
Curtis Lee, FTU cheerleader captain, gazes at the boisterous crowd
with a big grin on his face. He knows
what they want. He'll give it to them
too, but first he wants them to wait. To
suffe.r a little.
Finally, almost grudgingly, Lee
leads his crew 'of yellers onto the floor.
They line up, the women bowing at the
waist, the men standing beside them.
;Then the men say, "Let me see you
Frankenstein." The women retort,
"What's that you say?" Emphatically ,
the men cry out, "I say let me see you
Frankenstein!" After another refrain,
the g irls imitate Frankenstein, walking
in small circles with their arms outstretched.
The
fans
laugh,
clap
and
cheer-harder than ever.
FTU's renowned Gheerleading squad
has done its job.
While they are in the spotlight along
with the basketball team, their feats
are dimmed in contra:>t to the Knight
ca_gers. Yet, hard work and long,
nagging hours of practice are required
of each cheerleader.
"People have started to accept the
fact that guys who try out for
cheerleading aren't gay," Lee said. "It
takes talent to be a cheerleader. It
takes a little bit of physical strength, it
takes timing, coordination, enthusiasm
and you have to be ab le to get along
with people because you work very
close to the public."
While the men cheerleaders are
fighting negative. stereotypes, the ·
women must develop a trust with their
partner and the squad during stunts
before they can become totally effective.
Lee explained, "All you can tell.

someone is 'The guys aren't being
fresh; they're doing the stunt the way it
has to be done to be performed.' And
that's all you can really tell them.
Most people know before they even try
out that they're going to be touched
and felt in places they thought no one
would ever touch them or feel them.
They just have to trust the guys."
In the more advance stunts, another
kind of trust must develop-trust in each'
other. During the pyramid stunt,
wh_ere cheerleader Mari McNelis must
fall backwards nearly 20 feet in blind
flight, she has to trust Lee to catch her.
"When we first started, Mari looked
back every time to make sure I was
going to be there," Lee said, "but as
time went on, the trust developed and
she knew when I said 'Come on back,'
that I'd be there to catch her."
Each summer 14 cheerleaders travel
to a camp to learn new stunts, practice
and compete against other colleges. At
these camps, the word "smile"
becomes almost an eleventh commandment: "Thou shalt always smile."
"Every day you go into breakfast
with a big smile on your face no matter
how bad you feel, you gotta be
smiling," Lee said. "We drill that over
and over: smile, smile, smile. By the
end of the cheerleading season,
everyone is so tired of hearing the word ·
smile they hope they never hear it
again."
In Lee's own words, cheerleading is
"just being crazy," a trait Lee is certainly blessed ·with. But what do the
cheerleaders get out of it besides sore
legs and a hoarse voice?
Lee said, "Unfortunately, because of
the size of the school, the cheerleaders
get no break on tuition , no early
registration and no scholarships.
"At this time the funds just aren't
there to give the cheerleaders anything
for being cheerleaders ," he said.
"Some schools will get a sweater or a
jacket or something. or they get to keep
their uniforms, but the way money is
here, the uniforms are turned back in
and used next vea r .
"All you re~lly get is the satisfact ion
of being a cheer leader ... Of course, you
do get into al l the games free."

HAVING TROUBLE
SPEAKING BEFORE GROUPS?
WE CAN HELP!

FTU cheerleader Curtis Lee holds Doria Besse during the FTU
cheerleading tryouts held at FTU's gym. Lee decided to once again
"just act crazy" for next year's basketball fans. (Photo by Tony Toth)

Heart Disease.
You caa the without it.
Give Heart Fund

ffi

American Heart AssociatioW

sen co

fastening
systems

Senco of Florida, Inc.
1602 N. Goldenrod Road
Orlando, Florida 32807
(305) 277-0412
Watts-1-800-432-2950

SCUBA

Dale Nichols
President

Jim Taylor
Sales Manager

PASS

PACKAGl"G
AND SHIPPING SUPPLIES

Now, a great
Italian
·Restaurant
right across
thestreetl

THE DEVELo'PMENTAL CENTER
DORM C, SUITE 116
Phone 275-2811

'•Let Yourself Go··
3880

Alafa~· a

Trail. acros- from F.T.U. 277-2433

CERTIFICATION
Course Being
Offered This
Summer By
TheFTU
Aqua-Knights
For More Info.
Call Dave At
869-0944

;
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_Village Center Activities
(."'4 university movie
~~

c1NEMA coMMITTEE

Cinema
Classiques

-

;;c~tp~no:;HER . AF~ .
ROGER CORMAN PRESENTS

-

FANTASTIC PLANET

VCAR

METROCOLOR ·

8:30p.m.
May.26&29
G.P. $l.25

~

STUDENTS FREE W /-FTU I.D.
,G .P. $1 .00

VCAR
MAY ~1
8:~0pM

THEVILLAGE CENTER ~~OHIA~o

-~~

·

~

~./>

CONCERT

-ROTAGILLA
vvith

southp.a w- buck acre
& tom parks
·

A Free Concert
This MONDAY

3pm ·

.-

COMEDIAN

at Lake Claire
May 29 1 h

"'

